
Advancing Health care through innovative wearable technologies that provide Instantaneous, Multi-
Parameter assessment and Non-Invasive monitoring of direct conditions and Bio-markers.



"We Believe that by developing new technology and integrating existing, 
proven technologies from multiple industries

we can disrupt and effect an immediate change in the lives of many.
Innovation is the Fruit of Collaboration".



Bio Sense is a Wearable Health, Multi-Conditional Diagnostic and Management Device

Bio Sense utilizes all reliable non-Invasive methods plus proprietary sensors to gather critical data. 
Utilizing the Posterior Tibial and Dorsalis Pidis, and taking advantage of the thin skin points on the Ankle, Arch and upper we are able to take data from multiple points 
simultaneously.

20 skin-interfaced sensors  
capable of real-time collection and analytics measuring Chemical Composition, Reflection, Biofluids, Blood Pressure, Pulse, Circulation, Chemical, Hormone, Oxygen, 
Respiration, Temperature, Movement, Humidity, Electrolytes, Metabolites, Proteins, Cytokines, Antigens, and Exogenous drugs. 


AI takes control 
All data Sent to the cloud where our proprietary AI takes control. AI sorts the data and runs comparisons and a combination of Proprietary Enhancing Algorithms, 
Filters. Historical Analytics Cross check data with over 100 different criteria and mathematical formulas.


Built-in memory and hardware to process basic data in real-time. 

Syncing Technology Lets Bio Sense link with other wearables to fill any data gaps or technology. 

• Space 
Our unique device platform gives us the space for more powerful hardware and multiple types of sensors. 


• Multiple Platforms 
More Space, More Hardware, More Sensors, Faster Processing, More Features, More Conditions that can be monitored. 

• Power 
Space also allows for larger batteries, so power consumption does not limit diagnostic capabilities.


• -Power-Space= Limits 
The Limitations for Wearables are not just the technological challenges. Critical data from multiple points are needed in order to accurately perform diagnostics.  Several types of 
sensors, hardware, and memory storage need to be built-in. How can a Watch battery run all of that? 

For those reasons, today’s wearables only have the capability to monitor one or two components of what is actually needed, and accuracy is a major concern.


• Power-Space-Multi Condition- 
If you have the Space, Power, Hardware, Memory,  there are no limits to diagnostic capabilities or how many conditions can be monitored.


ADVANTAGES
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Goodrich aims to dominate multiple global markets for Diagnostics, Prevention, Monitoring and Management of Multiple-Chronic Conditions such as Diabetes, PAD, Hypertension 
and Arrhythmia. Using the Bio Sense® device and our complete digital healthcare platform.

Within 3 years the company aims to lead in the wearables market and self-management of multiple medical conditions with its pipeline products, sensors, processes and digital 
healthcare platform using AI. 
Potential to disrupt several areas of the Wearables market, but targeting just the Glucose trending and Diabetes management space is a $179B+ Global opportunity.
Planned Launch of Bio Sense® in key global territories by 2021 and aiming for 1 million users by 2022, and 3 million users by 2023Digital Health sector comprising $69B+ type II 
diabetic market & $50B+ pre-diabetic market 
•Wearable health-tech sector comprising $60B+ weight loss & wellness markets



ALL CURRENT GLUCOS MONITORS USE VARIATIONS OF 1-5 KNOWN METHODS

INVASIVELIGHT ELECTRO 
CHEMICAL

TEMPERATURE

Cons of Self-Monitoring Meters:

• Pain from finger pricks

• Ongoing cost of test strips

• Availability of certain test strips

• Accuracy

Light, Electrochemical, Thermal and Fluidic.

ALL OF THESE MONITOR JUST ONE CONDITION

Today the need for a multi-parameter, non-evasive monitoring device is more important than ever.

FLUIDIC

Bio Sense combines all of the reliable non-invasive technologies to work in  

conjunction with our proprietary technology, algorithms and personalized analytics. 

In addition to Glucose monitoring, and because we are able to pack so much tech into

this wearable device, our system monitors other indicators that cross over to other

common health concerns: Blood pressure, Temperature, Arrhythmia, Cortisol, Hydration, 

Medication Levels and more. 

COMPLETE BIO MONITORING



The Footwear, as a vehicle, gives valuable options, such as 
cost, convenience, battery,  space for Flexible and Ridged 
sensors.  This platform overcomes many of the obstacles and 
provides technical accuracy not yet achieved in today's 
wearables.  In addition, we can use and cross reference 
information from an array of different integrated sensors that 
have already been proven and are widely in use.

For example: We use not one, but 4 types of optical sensors, 
Spectrometric, Electrochemical collects the physiological 
data for analysis, processes and transmits to the cloud in real 
time. specific transmitters and receptors assist in identifying 
Sp02 levels and Glucose. 



Compares Data
• Both Legs 
• Blood Pressure 
• Heart Rate

• Cortisol 
• Potassium 
• Acids 
• Sodium 
• Hydration 
• Sweat

Checks Fluid 
Indicator Markers

Checks Heart Rate
• Looks for  
• High/Low 
• Fluctuations 
• 2 Arteries 
• Both Legs

Compares Data
• Both Legs 
• Blood Pressure 
• Heart Rate

• Cortisol 
• Potassium 
• Acids 
• Sodium 
• Hydration 
• Sweat

Checks Fluid 
Indicator Markers

• Checks Medication Levels 
• Looks for other drugs

Medication Levels

Skin Changes
• Reflection 
• Temperature

• Blood Pressure 
• Circulation 
• 2 Arteries 
• Both Legs

Checks Blood Pressure • Compares Historical Data 
• Historical Medication Levels 
• Factors New Medication 
• Cross Checks symptomatic  
    data with know conditional factors

Runs Analytics

Proprietary Algorithms
• Analyzes Data 
• Presumptive Analytics 
    makes recommendations

• Emergency? 
• Imminent? 
• Needs Attention/Adjustment 
• Further Review

Makes a Decision

Results Ok

Possible  
Problem

PUTTING THE PIECES TOGETHER

Sends To Coud 

Caregiver Access 
Remote Operation

Fall Alert 
Geo Fence 
GPS 
Automatic Notification  
Alert/Emergency Services



The list is long, but the first consideration is COST.  The cost of Healthcare, Preventative and Post Monitoring is 
enormous. The need for a device that can reduce and even prevent costly procedures is more important now than 
ever for consumers and Insurance providers. The device is a win consumer without insurance. It is a win for those 
who have chronic illnesses like Diabetes, Arithmetic or Alzheimers.  For insurance companies, it is a big win. Most 
data is gathered without the need for a doctor visit.  Information is uploaded to the cloud, and programs run personal 
historic vs stored analytic information for real time diagnostics and preventative measures.  Stored Analytical data can 
be useful for other Health Platforms.
Less time in the Hospital-No Surgery- 95% Less Unit Cost-Multi Condition Monitoring- Personalized Predictive 
Analytics Notifies of an imminent emergency like potential Thrombosis or medication over/underdose.

• Lower Cost 
• Less trips to doctor 
• Virtual Doctor Visits 
• Virtual Monitoring 
• Reduced Emergency Visits 
• Analytics stored for use in 

predictive programs 
• Quality of life

Benefits
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